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Viva Books Private Limited, 2012. Softcover. Book Condition:
New. Description: The English language skills acquired at school
level often determine children?s future academic success and
effectiveness in social interaction. With a comprehensive
learning package of language skills, Real English trains schools
learners to use English confidently for academic purposes and
real-life communication. The pedagogic approach in Real
English was formulated after long and close research on
learning situations inside and outside the classroom to help
learners achieve both functional knowledge of the English
language and a theoretical understanding of its structures. The
lessons incorporate core value elements like national identity,
tolerance, women?s empowerment, ethical conduct and
protection of the environment, drawing upon National
Curriculum Framework of 2005. The Real English Workbook
aims to reinforce through practice the language concepts
taught in the Coursebook. It includes: ? Vocabulary builders that
expand on the contextual, thematic, formal and general
vocabulary exercises in the Coursebook ? Grammar practice
that enhances the structural understanding of language and
makes learners deft with grammar ? Interesting writing tasks
that not only make writing fluent reference skills sharp but also
stimulate inquisitiveness and creativity ? ?English for life?
approach emphasizing the practical, everyday use of language,
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R eviews
This ebook is great. It typically will not expense a lot of. You will not sense monotony at at any moment of your own
time (that's what catalogs are for about when you question me).
-- Sha niya Tor phy PhD
A new e-book with a brand new point of view. I really could comprehended everything out of this written e publication.
I realized this publication from my dad and i encouraged this publication to understand.
-- Ashlee Gulg owski
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